MLA Documentation for Classmates’ Comments

**In-text Citation: Online Posting in a Web forum (e.g., Courses@Dordt forum)**

Follow the usual procedures for in-text citation by clearly indicating the author’s name and the page number from which you are citing. If no page number is printed on the text from which you are citing, then give the paragraph number instead. Example:

> While I think that Gilbert and Hortense have a healthy marriage, others see this relationship as “destructive” (Doe par. 4).

Remember, though, that the first time you refer to someone else’s work, it is courteous to your source and to your readers to work that author’s name into your sentence (and therefore to give only the page or paragraph number in the parenthetical citation).

**Works Cited Entry: Online Posting in a Web forum (e.g., Courses@Dordt forum)**